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Sales are carrying on at a slow pace.
The continuous drop in NY cotton futures made direct buyers either slow down or considerably lower
their bids. Never the less we heard of direct sales some domestically and very few to Turkish spinners at
levels of 75-77 c/lb FOT depending on quality and eur / dollar rate. Apart from this business the majority of
Turkish spinners are still not following the Greek offering prices. Demand from Egypt has slowed down and
frequently it is being covered by merchant's positions.



Several ginners, taking advantage of the falling cotton futures, found opportunities to sell to merchants
current stocks on call, basis Dec 08, at much more attractive levels from the previous weeks (400-450 off Dec
08). Sellers are counting on the volatility of the cotton market and targeting to fix their sales at a possible rally.



Regarding quantities, although it is hard to estimate the remaining stocks of this season, several sources
calculate about 85,000 tons left in ginner's warehouses. Of course a big part of these stocks will be transferred
to the new season which is estimated at the lowest levels of the decade (possibly 250,000 tons of lint). The
new crop is developing under favorable whether conditions without any serious problems reported. The
general trend is to fertilize and irrigate as much as possible in order to get good yields.
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Disclaimer

Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services,
issue reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such
information has not been verified by “Investment Research & Analysis Journal” (“IRAJ”), and
“IRAJ” does not make any representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions,
estimates, and statements nonfactual in nature expressed in the research reports presented by
“IRAJ” represent judgment as of the date of the reports, are subject to change without notice
and are provided in good faith and without legal responsibility. In addition, there may be
instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions, estimates, and statements may
not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of
“covered companies” by no means.
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